
ALBERT EINSTEIN: DID ACCEPT THAT GOD EXISTS
Albert Einstein was one of the most revered scientists of the 20th
century. Einstein was not a follower of any one religious belief, yet
despite this, he had an amazing understanding of consciousness and
spirituality as this related to ‘God.’ Scientifically, intellectually and
based on his science background, he was a very enlightened human
being.

An article featured in Victor Zammit’s Afterlife report, on 4th August 2017, revolving
around spirituality, Einstein indicated he could have been an atheist, However, the
following nine points as quoted in the article relate to his sense of real spirituality.
Einstein, in making these points spiritually, reflects similar responses found in The
Universal Spiritual Brother&Sisterhood, Spiritual Light teachings # 402 The LAWS That
Govern. An article extract bridging science and spirituality together identified in the
nine points article follow.
                                                                                     —Philip Crouch, Tasmania, 2020

     (1). “Everyone who is seriously involved in the pursuit of science becomes
              convinced that a spirit is manifest in the laws of the universe – a spirit
              vastly superior to that of man."

     (2). “The divine reveals itself in the physical world.”

     (3).   1  “My God created laws… His universe is not ruled by wishful
                 thinking but by immutable laws.”

     (4).   “Behind all the discernible concatenations, there remains something subtle,
              intangible and inexplicable. Veneration for this force is my religion. To that
              extent, I am in point of fact, religious.”

      (5). “Every scientist becomes convinced that the laws of nature manifest the
              existence of a spirit vastly superior to that of men."

     (6). “I want to know how God created this world. I want to know his thoughts.”
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Albert Einstein-Did Accept That God Exists

(7). “What I am really interested in knowing, is whether God could have created
              the world in a different way.”

(8). “This firm belief in a superior mind that reveals itself in the world of
              experience, represents my conception of God.”

(9).  “My religiosity consists of a humble admiration of the infinitely superior
              spirit, …That superior reasoning power forms my idea of God.”
                                         ____________________________

Suggested resources:
Article extract: Victor Zammit Afterlife Report, 4th August 2017.
http://www.victorzammit.com/August4th2017/
Quotations of above can be found in:
Einstein and Religion, Max Jammer, book on Theology.
www.amazon.com/Einstein-Religion-Theology-Max-Jammer/dp/069110297X
Spiritual Light book,
“The LAWS That Govern #402,”The Universal Spiritual Brother&Sisterhood,
https://www.theusb.org/usb-teachings/#principal-book
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